
High-precision analysis of Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca ratios in corals by laser ablation
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A method has been developed to determine high-precision Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca ratios in corals by laser
ablation inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (LA-ICP-OES) using aqueous

solution standard calibration. Simultaneous determination of the signals of the entire analytical

wavelengths by ICP-OES and the high performance of the new type of LA system (Resonetics 193 nm

ArF excimer laser-ablation system, RESOlution M-50) improve the precision for elemental ratios.

Repeated measurements on a coral base synthesized working standard, BH-7, provide precisions of

about 0.4% and 0.8% for the Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca ratios, respectively, which are better than the formerly

reported precision by the LA-ICP-MS method, about 1%. Such precision is comparable to those

obtained by the solution nebulization-ICP-OES (SN-ICP-OES) method, and is adequate for

paleoclimate reconstruction. In addition, the LA-ICP-OES can provide results with much higher

spatial/time resolution. Comparisons between the LA and SN methods were handled by measuring

along the same track of a coral. The Sr/Ca results by these two methods agree quite well with each

other. The LA-ICP-OES method is very promising for the analysis of element/Ca ratios in coral and

other carbonates used in paleoclimate studies such as stalagmite. Systematic discrepancy, however, was

observed in the Mg/Ca ratios, likely due to the existing state of magnesium in the coral skeleton.
Introduction sample. This is also time consuming. The laser ablation (LA)
Corals secrete a calcareous skeleton of aragonite (CaCO3) into

which some trace elements such as Sr and Mg appear to be

incorporated as a function of seawater temperature. Thus, Sr/Ca

and Mg/Ca ratios in fossil corals can be used to reconstruct past

sea surface temperature (SST).1–3 Precise determination of Sr/Ca

and Mg/Ca ratios is the prerequisite to obtain accurate paleo-

SST records from fossil corals. Generally, Sr/Ca, Mg/Ca and

other element/Ca ratios in corals are measured by isotope dil-

ution thermal ionization mass spectrometry (ID-TIMS) and

isotope dilution inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry

(ID-ICP-MS) in previous studies.1,4–6 More recently, the induc-

tively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES)

method, which can measure element/Ca ratios in carbonate more

rapidly and more precisely, has been widely used in paleoclimatic

studies.2,7–10 This has the advantages of employing a less expen-

sive instrument compared to ICP-MS and TIMS technologies,

with reduced costs and minimal sample preparation.7

All above analytical methods need off-line chemical pre-

treatments using variable acids and considerable amounts of
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sampling technique can overcome these shortcomings, which

requires little sample preparation and allows rapid analysis of

solid-state samples at high spatial resolutions up to 20 mm. The

LA-ICP-MS technique has been adopted to determine element/

Ca ratios and trace element concentrations in corals.11,12

However, element/Ca ratios obtained by LA-ICP-MS generally

have poor precision, and are difficult to be used to quantitatively

reconstruct paleoclimatic records such as SST. Compared to the

dynamic scan approach on data acquisition of ICP-MS, ICP-

OES equipped with a Charge Coupled Device (CCD) detector

has the advantage of simultaneously determining different

analytical wavelengths. This can eliminate the errors from signal

fluctuation induced by instability of the ICP source to a certain

extent, and achieve a higher precision than ICP-MS. Here, we

establish a method to obtain high-precision Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca

ratios in corals by LA-ICP-OES, which can be used in quanti-

tatively reconstructing paleoclimatic records.

Experimental

Coral sample preparation

The analyzed coral is a modern Porites lutea, BH-2, collected

from the Weizhou Island, northern South China Sea in 2007. The

sample was cut into 5 mm thick, 27 mm wide and 50 mm long

slabs along the major growth axis using a high-speed diamond

saw. This shape is designed to fit the sample holder of the

RESOlution M-50 laser ablation system. Then, the coral slabs

were rinsed by a set of chemical procedures as described by Wei

et al. (2007).10

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
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coral base working standard, BH-7, was synthesized by the ‘‘squid’’ and then are mixed with the solution injected by Ar

Standard calibration strategies
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mixing coral powder, SiO2 and Li2B4O7 at a ratio of 1:1:1, and

fused into a glass disc, which is similar to the method described

by Sinclair et al. (1998).12 It was repeatedly measured along with

the samples to monitor the reproducibility of the measurements.

Instrumentation

A Varian Vista Pro whole spectrum direct-reading ICP-OES was

employed in this study. This instrument equipped with a solid

state CCD detector allowing the simultaneous monitoring of all

the analytical lines, and an optimized optical design gives

excellent signal-to-noise performance, resulting in low detection

limits. It covers a wide wavelength range (167–785 nm) with good

stability and sensitivity for emission lines.

A Resonetics 193 nm ArF excimer laser-ablation system

(RESOlution M-50) was connected to the ICP-OES. This system

has a state-of-the-art 50 � 50 mm sample cell developed by

Laurin Technic (Canberra Australia), which responds quickly to

changes in the sample or ablation conditions (99% signal

washout in less than 1.5 seconds) and can give a smooth signal

with laser pulse rates down to 1 Hz using the ‘‘squid’’ smoothing

device for optimal depth profiling.13 The sensitivity and frac-

tionation are independent of the sampling position in the cell.

The sample aerosol produced by laser ablation was trans-

ported by a tube drilled through the waste liquid tube of the

spray chamber of the ICP-OES (Fig. 1), and it was first mixed

with the injected solution through the intrinsic concentric

nebulizer of the ICP-OES, and then was introduced into the ICP

source (Fig. 1). This design allows dual-inlet introduction of

aerosols without additional modifications on the spray chamber.

The advantages of the solution introduction are as follows. One

is to maintain the stability of the plasma, because the plasma will

ignite off without solution introduction for our ICP-OES.

Consistent with previous study, this method can produce more

stable and more robust conditions than dry plasma conditions.14

The other is to introduce solution standards as external cali-

bration standards when no laser produced aerosol was intro-

duced (laser off).

An automated gas-handling system with mass flow controllers

supplies He gas to the LA cell. Ablation in He substantially

reduces the deposition of ablated material onto the sample

surface and greatly increases signal intensities.15 The He gas and

the sample aerosol flow to the spray chamber of the ICP-OES via
Fig. 1 Diagram of the sample introduction system for solution and laser

produced aerosols. The left image shows the tube for the laser produced

aerosol drills through the waste liquid tube of the spray chamber of the

ICP-OES. The right image shows the full structure of the dual-inlet

introduction design for solutions and laser aerosols.
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carrier gas, so that the He and Ar flow for each sample stream

was kept constant as various combinations of sample were

introduced, including solid sampling (continuous ablation with

3% HNO3 solution blank nebulization), solution (laser stopped

with solution standard nebulization), and background acquisi-

tion (laser stopped with 3% HNO3 solution blank nebuliza-

tion).16 This introduction mode can maintain the ‘‘wet’’ plasma

during the whole analysis procedure, which can eliminate the

difference between ‘‘dry’’ and ‘‘wet’’ plasmas when nebulized

aqueous standards were used for calibration,17 and help to

diminish the matrix difference between aerosols samples and

aqueous standards.16
For LA-ICP-OES/MS analysis, external standard calibration is

generally adopted to obtain quantitative results of the unknown

samples. An ideal external standard should be chemically and

physically matched to the unknown samples.18–20 However,

commercial carbonate matrix standards for LA-ICP-OES/MS

analysis are not available currently. Perkins et al. (1991)20 used

pressed carbonate powder for calibration on quantitative anal-

ysis of trace elements in carbonates by LA-ICP-MS. It is however

very difficult to produce homogeneous standards by mixing the

powder of carbonates.20 Alternatively, CaSiO3 glass standard

synthesized from coral powder is generally used as external

standards for the analysis of elements/Ca ratios in corals by LA-

ICP-MS,12 but the accurate concentrations of elements of such

glass standards need to be further verified.11 Compared with the

above carbonate base solid standards, aqueous solution stand-

ards have more accurate concentration values, and are homo-

geneous. The problem is that it does not match the matrix of the

aerosols samples. Thompson et al. (1989) developed a method

using an aqueous solution as external standard, in which a dual-

inlet device, one for the aerosol samples and one for the aqueous

solution, was adopted, and successfully applied in element

concentration measurements using LA-ICP-OES.21 This was

further applied by Cromwell and Arrowsmith (1995), in which

mixed-sample introduction was adopted.16 The aerosols ablated

by laser were first mixed with the nebulized aqueous solution

before they were transported to the ICP. This can provide similar

ICP conditions both for the solid samples and aqueous stand-

ards, and achieve reliable results for solid samples using aqueous

solutions as external standards.16

Herein, we use aqueous solutions as external standards for

calibration, and the mixed-sample introduction method is

adopted in precise measurements of element/Ca ratios in corals.

The standard solution was an aqueous mixture of Ca, Sr and Mg,

with the respective concentrations very similar to corals. This

further diminishes the matrix difference between the aqueous

solution standard and the coral samples, favorable for more

precise element/Ca results.
Method development
The laser output beam is set to 80 mm wide in parallel to the

growth axis of the coral and 600 mm long in perpendicular to the

growth axis on the coral surface by a rectangular variable

J. Anal. At. Spectrom., 2010, 25, 84–87 | 85
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aperture supplied by Resonetics. Ablation points along a path

standard. 60 measurements of BH-7 over a 10-hour time span

Table 1 The working conditions of laser-ablation ICP-OES

ICP-OES: Varian Vista Pro
Power 1200 W
Plasma gas flow 15 L/min
Auxiliary gas flow 1.5 L/min
Nebulizer pressure 200 kPa
Integration time 1 s
Laser-ablation system: Resonetics RESOlution M-50
He gas flow 0.4 L/min
Laser repetition rate 10 Hz
Laser spot size 80 mm � 600 mm
Ablation mode points along a path

Fig. 2 Precisions of the Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca ratios in the glass standard

synthesized from coral powder. The upper graph is for the Mg/Ca ratio

and the lower graph for the Sr/Ca ratio.

Fig. 3 Comparisons of Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca ratios in BH-2 coral obtained
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mode was adopted, in which the signals of single points rather

than continuous instant scan signals are acquired by ICP-OES

with a spatial resolution of about 80 mm. This ablation mode is

different from the scan mode adopted by the LA-ICP-MS

method,11,12 and the data of a single point can be distinguished.

The working conditions of the laser and ICP-OES are sum-

marized in Table 1. Prior to data acquisition, the synthesized

standard glass and the coral were pre-ablated to clean the surface

of contaminants.

Ca, Sr and Mg were detected on 318.127 nm, 407.771 nm and

279.553 nm spectral lines, respectively. The whole procedure to

measure a sample contains 8 replicated measurements, and the

integration time for each measurement was 1 s. Longer inte-

gration times can help to diminish shot noise of the CCD

detector and achieve better precision,22 and the 1 s integration

time appeared to reach good precision for Sr, Ca and Mg based

on our routine measurement on the ICP-OES employed here.

Prior to the inlet of laser ablated aerosols, a mixed Ca, Sr and Mg

standard solution was injected through the intrinsic concentric

nebulizer and measured to calculate the concentrations of Ca, Sr

and Mg relative to intensities. During the measurement with

laser ablated aerosols injected, intensity ratios of Sr/Ca and

Mg/Ca rather than the intensity of a single line were collected

simultaneously, to eliminate the influence of short term fluctu-

ations in intensities. Former studies suggested that by using

internal standardization an excellent precision of the LA-ICP-

OES analysis method can be obtained.23,24 The simultaneously

collecting of Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca intensity ratios in this study

resembles the use of Ca as an internal standard. Therefore, high

precisions are expected for Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca ratios. The linear

instrument drift on Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca ratios is corrected by the

approach used for analysis of gas-source stable isotopes, i.e. the

sandwich style measurement of standard-sample-standard sug-

gested by Schrag (1999).7 In order to increase the efficiency of the

measurement, we repeatedly measured the synthesized coral base

glass standard, BH-7, after every five measurements of the

samples. The measured Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca ratios of BH-7 were

calibrated to their long-term averages to correct the machine

drift assuming that the machine drift between the five measure-

ments was linear, as details described by Wei et al. (2007).10
Results and discussion by LA-ICP-OES and SN-ICP-OES. The two upper graphs show the

results of SN-ICP-OES, and the two lower graphs show those of LA-ICP-

OES. The bold lines in the lower two represent the data of LA-ICP-OES

filtered by an 11 point moving average.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
The precision of this LA-ICP-OES method has been estimated

from the reproducibility of the results of the synthesized glass

86 | J. Anal. At. Spectrom., 2010, 25, 84–87
revealed precisions (relative standard deviation, 1s) of 0.4% for

Sr/Ca and 0.8% for Mg/Ca (Fig. 2), respectively, which are better

than those obtained by LA-ICP-MS.11,12 These precisions meet

the requirement of less than� 0.5 �C temperature error range for

SST reconstruction by coral Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca ratios. This good

precision may mainly benefit from the simultaneous determina-

tion of all analytical wavelengths of ICP-OES and the high

performance of the new type of LA system employed here. The

precision is only slightly poorer than those by the solution

nebulization method but is adequate for paleoclimate recon-

struction.

Fig. 3 shows the Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca ratios of a coral measured

by this method along a main growth axis in �80 mm spatial

resolution, and the results measured using the solution nebuli-

zation ICP-OES method along the same axis in �1 mm spatial

http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/b912112a


resolution are also shown for comparison (Fig. 3). The high-

carbonates, such as stalagmite, that are popularly used in pale-Table 2 Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca ratios in BH-2 coral determined by laser-
ablation and solution nebulization ICP-OES analysis

Element/Ca

LA-ICP-OES analysis
SN-ICP-OES
analysis

Average

Variation
range
(data after filtering) Average

Variation
range

Sr/Ca (mmol/mol) 9.004 8.63–9.59 8.818 8.55–9.37
Mg/Ca (mmol/mol) 3.639 2.86–4.31 4.649 3.98–6.01
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resolution Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca profiles by LA-ICP-OES appear to

be noisier than the solution nebulization measured profiles

(Fig. 3). Because of the heterogeneous fine-scale composition and

structure of the coral, LA-ICP-OES may have caught daily SST

variations. To evaluate the accuracy of this method, we filtered

the LA-ICP-OES data by 11 point moving average, and then

compared them with the results by the solution nebulization ICP-

OES method. This accuracy evaluation method may be useful in

the absence of international standards for laser ablation

measurement on corals. The averages and the variation ranges of

these results are listed in Table 2. The average of the Sr/Ca ratios

by LA-ICP-OES is close to that by SN-ICP-OES with

a discrepancy of 2%. This difference is within the analytical error

range. The variation range of the Sr/Ca ratios by LA-ICP-OES is

much lager than that by SN-ICP-OES, which may be attributed

to the heterogeneous fine-scale composition structure in corals

and a daily SST variation. After filtering by an 11 point moving

average, which yields similar spatial resolution to that of the SN-

ICP-OES method, the Sr/Ca variation ranges by these two

methods are very close (Fig. 3). In particular, the variation

pattern of the filtered Sr/Ca ratios by LA-ICP-OES matches that

by SN-ICP-OES very well (Fig. 3).

Unlike the Sr/Ca ratios, the Mg/Ca results by these two

methods are significantly different both in the averages and the

variation ranges, with a relative deviation between the two

averages of up to 20%. This may be attributed to the hetero-

geneous storage of magnesium in coral aragonite. A previous

study indicates that 10–30% of the magnesium is adsorbed on the

coral skeletal surface rather than in the aragonite crystal,25 and

these adsorptive magnesium can be easily removed by chemical

cleaning.26 The LA method can only measure several microns of

the coral surface. Thus, lower Mg/Ca ratios were obtained than

those by the SN method, which are measured on bulk samples.

Despite the difference on values, the variation pattern of the

filtered Mg/Ca ratios by the LA method is also very similar to

that by the SN method, comparable to the Sr/Ca ratios (Fig. 3).

This demonstrates that the LA-ICP-OES method is very pro-

mising for element/Ca ratio analyses in corals and other
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
oclimate studies.
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